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Who cares what women want? 

•  Women are the mega niche; the underserved market of all markets	

  Women represent just over 50% of the population but make over 

80% of consumer purchasing decisions, fueling 2/3 of the U.S. GNP	


  Women determine 80% of all consumption including categories you 
might not expect like 60% of all cars and 40% of all stocks	


  Average life expectancy for women is 81, versus 73 for men, so they 
fuel our economy longer	


  In fact, by 2011 (i.e., next year) women are expected to own half of all 
wealth in the U.S.	


  And yet marketers often focus on teens, seniors, men, not the 
household CEO	


•  This survey helps mainstream marketers understand their issues 
and better serve them	




So, what is Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM Survey? 

•  Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM	


•  Proprietary panel of 400 women in 10 U.S. markets	

•  New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Minneapolis, Charlotte, LA, Philadelphia, Seattle, 

Austin, Denver	


•  Consumer influencers and ahead-of-the-curve opinion leaders in their 
peer groups and circles	

•  Including business, academia, politics, style, spirituality, child rearing, sports & fitness, 

and design 	


•  Alphas represent the tipping point, or preview, into what mainstream 
women will be thinking about and doing six months to two years from 
now	


•  Professionally hand recruited; fit alpha criteria	


•   Ginger’s Alpha Panel Survey	


•  Online survey conducted the first two weeks of 2010, covering work, 
family life, self improvement, shopping habits & the state of the nation	


•  2010 Survey results reflect the thoughts and opinions of more than 150 
alpha women in 10 U.S. metros – 38% response rate	
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What do alpha women want?  

Alpha panelists are very clear on 	


1.  What they thought of the last decade	

2.  What their mood is going into 2010	


3.  What’s on their minds for the new year	

4.  What priorities they have for the Obama administration 

and themselves	
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Some of their responses may surprise you	




Ginger’s take on the survey results 

At the start of 2010, we asked our alphas what the last decade meant to them. To 
our alpha gals the past decade has been starkly defined by one event: 9/11.  

9/11, and the other momentous events of the “aughties” like the recession, the 
digital revolution, and the election of our first African American president, will 

have interconnected and far-reaching effects in the decade ahead.	


One year ago we saw a marked change in alpha women's opinions and priorities, 
stemming from the Great Recession. This year we see our panelists actually 

doing it — dealing with this new normal, learning to adapt and thrive. This year 
alpha women are holding fast to their new priorities (set in January 2009), and 
they are experimenting with ways to sustain themselves and live well during 
difficult times. They're making more space for family, experiences, for living 

their values. They've ramped up their shopping prowess so they can snag the 
good stuff from a value brand or a premium brand on sale. They're moving on 

and making it work.	
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Ginger on the results (cont.) 

We're not talking "correction," like it's a blip in time or somehow temporary, we're 
talking adjusted constant — like this is how it's going to be for a while. We see it in 
their cautious optimism and realism.  We can see that, to alphas, living their best 

lives means living in the truth: the truth of what America really means to the rest of 
the world, the truth of what consequences recessionary times really bring, the 
truth about our vulnerability and facing it head on. They are as purposeful and 

hopeful as ever — striving, trying on new experiences, expecting the best. But not 
naively or blindly so. It's tempered with a mature sense of reality and pragmatism.  
This is how it is, let's get real, let's deal with it. The honesty and stripping down is 

actually kind of cleansing for many of our alpha gals.	


Read on for more details on these findings, plus alphas on the issues 	

in their own words.	


-- Beth Perro-Jarvis and Mary Van Note,	


Principals, Ginger Consulting	
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Alpha women on the 	


Aught Decade:	

9/11 changed us forever	
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For alpha gals, the defining moment of the 
decade was clear: 9/11 

•  Q. What are the top three events of the Aught Decade?	

	
Which events were transformational; which will have the most far-reaching 
impact into the next decade?	
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70% picked	
 9/11/01	


61% picked	
 Global Recession, 
2008-2009	


41% picked	
 1st African American 
President, 2009	


40% picked	
 The Digital 
Revolution, 2007 on	


“9/11 changed everything — 
forever: security, politics, etc. 

Obama gave us hope. 
Recession has changed so 
much — spending, saving 
habits, and it has made us 
vulnerable like 9/11 did.”	


Source:  2010 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM	




More from alpha women on the last decade 

•  Read on for their thoughts on the most 
transformational events of the decade:	

  9/11	

  Great recession	

  1st African American president	


  Digital revolution	
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9/11 changed our perspective on ourselves, our 
country and our place in the world community 

“The 9/11 terror attacks irreversibly challenged the security of our country and 
our personal safety in ways that could not be imagined.” 	


“We are reminded that there are those in the world that hate us and that the 
threat of terrorism is real.”	


“9/11 was perhaps one of the most terrifying days in any of our lives”.	


“9/11 has changed the framework for how we think of our country within the 
world--less safe, hunted, shifting in terms of how we are respected by 

others, less financially secure because we are so vulnerable on so many 
fronts. It also brought Americans together in a non-partisan way for awhile.”	


“I feel like 9/11 was the first time I felt entirely vulnerable. I internalized how 
much hate there was toward the US from some corners of the world.”	


10 Source:  2010 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM	




The ‘Great Recession’ has caused every one 
of us to adjust our thinking and our actions 

“The great recession is still going on and it has changed the way people live their 
everyday lives and will be impactful for many years to come.”	


“The meltdown and recession which followed has also brought many people to a 
back-to-basics mentality which I think many of us need.”	


“The world economies are suffering, and we're more connected than ever to all of it. 
As a result, our country is having to think, act and plan in ways it never has 

before.”	


“The market meltdown and Global "Great Recession" has really taught us to watch 
our personal finances and to focus on what is really important in life.”	


“The current market melt down: in my mind, it was the real act of terrorism brought 
to us by our own government and those geniuses on Wall Street.” 	


11 Source:  2010 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM	




Our first African American president is a 
sign of new hope 

“What a powerful role model a black president presents to black youth.”	


“I think that the current President is more aware of the younger generations 
because of having smaller children.”	


“Government is so important to our success as Americans. We were finally 
open to a president of a different race.”	


“While the act of electing the first African American president itself may not 
linger long in the eyes of people, the man himself will; the Obama 

presidency and leadership style will have a primary influence in how we 
carry ourselves through the next decade of work.”	


“Obama was a HUGE coming together of our nation.”	


12 Source:  2010 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM	




The Digital Revolution is fast, far reaching, 
and not over yet 

“The digital revolution is mind-boggling. The way we operate our lives, stay 
communicated with one another, and get things done, has changed immeasurably 

in the last 10 years. Possibilities for the next 10 years are staggering!”	


“Everybody is in some way touched by the digital economy. You don't have to talk to a 
person to buy things, socialize. You barely need to leave your house.”	


“The digital revolution is so rapid. Think of Google in 2000, and no one knew what 
they were. Now they rule the whole deal.”	


“One of the biggest impacts that I see with my three teenagers is the digital revolution 
(and it's not all good ...)”	


“The digital age has transformed every aspect of our lives: how we do business, how 
we socialize, how we learn and grow, everything. And it continues to grow 

exponentially. It has transformed us and it will continue to do so.”	


13 Source:  2010 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM	




Alpha women on their 
moods right now	


A bit more optimistic 	


as we turn the corner	
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The mood of alpha women is still cautious  
but a bit more optimistic  

Q.  What best describes your mood going into 2010?	


•  Consistent with last year, the majority of our alphas are hopeful but 
taking a wait-and-see approach	

  48% are ‘optimistic but realistic – Rome wasn’t built in a day’	

  23% are ‘hopeful that things will turn around’	


•  But shifts are happening on the edges, with marked increases in boundless 
optimism and marked decreases in pessimistic thinking	

  Now fully 12% are ‘on top of the world – filled with hope about endless 

possibilities’ (this number has doubled since last year)	

  And only 11% say ‘Thank God it’s over’ (almost half of last year)	


Source:  2010 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM	
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Her outlook is cautiously positive. Closing the door on an extremely 
challenging year and tumultuous decade is allowing most alpha women to 
exhale. And we are seeing some early indicators of a return to optimism.	




What’s on their minds?
Defining and living 	

the new normal	
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What’s on their minds for 2010?   
Settling into a new normal 

MORE OF	
 SAME	
 LESS OF	


• Eating healthier foods 
71%	

• Staying active to stay 
young 69%	

• Fun, new experiences 
67%	

• Living my values 60%	

• Reading 57%	


• Safeguarding 
everyday luxuries 
69%	

• Shopping value 
brands/stores 68%	

• Buying on sale 64%	

• Selling my stuff 63%	


Nothing	


Source:  2010 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM	
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MORE OF	
 SAME	
 LESS OF	

•  Eating healthier foods 71%	


•  Staying active to stay young 
69%	


•  Fun, new experiences 
67%*	


•  Living my values 60%	


•  Reading 57%	


•  Safeguarding everyday 
luxuries 69%	


•  Shopping value 
brands/stores 68%*	


•  Buying on sale 64%	


•  Selling my stuff 63%	


•  Nothing *	


What’s on the minds on Alpha females in  
2010? Settling into a new normal 

Source:  2010 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM	


Same pragmatic approach 
to getting more from less	


Yet not willing to sacrifice 
more than they already have	


More emphasis on 
experience and 
authentic values	


*Significant change vs. 2009	
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But even in changing times, alpha women 
want the same things for the year ahead 

Q. How do you feel about this whole new year’s thing?	


A. Top three responses were consistent with 2009 results	

#1: 	
It’s a reason to hit the reset button and get to living my best life (55%)	


Alpha women adore the hopeful notion of renewal, and focusing on what matters most.         
They are optimistic that our nation and their lives are on an upswing, however gradual     

that may be.	


#2: I’m looking forward to a fresh start:  enough of the cookie and cheese trays (43%)	

Purging the pantry, clean living and re-settling into routine is a welcome relief from the hustle 

and bustle of year-end activities and over-indulgences.  And shutting the door on 2009 is 
huge.  While there are many issues to resolve, the 9/11 decade is behind us.	


#3: When is Spring break? (52%)	


 Alpha women have an instinctive need for momentum and are always looking to what’s next.  
They are actively moving towards better, warmer, simpler living from shedding unwanted 
pounds, to clearing mental and household clutter, to living true to their financial realities.	


Source:  2010 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM	
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For 2010, her goals are to:  simplify, 
embrace change, blaze a trail 

“My desire to simplify happened to coincide with the general public’s need to do so 
too.  We’re cutting back on buying stuff not because we financially have to, but 
because we WANT to ... It’s okay to not buy so much stuff … (most) surveys 

consider down-sizing an entirely negative activity.  My new year’s resolution is to 
get rid of 10 things a day.  It might be clearing out a bunch of unused kitchen 
stuff, baby clothes or even just 10 old magazines …  I am finding it delightfully 

refreshing to unburden our home of the detritus of the past.”	


“My life has become so digitized I can't imagine what it will look like 10 years from 
now!  Change is no longer gradual, it's exponential!” 	


“My goal is to avoid going where the path may lead - but rather I intend to go where 
there is no path and blaze a trail.”	


20 Source:  2010 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM	




Their priorities for the 
Obama administration	


Now it’s about more 	


than the economy	
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Alpha gals’ priorities for the administration 
are the economy and health care 

•  Q. What do you think the Obama administration should 
be prioritizing in 2010?	

  In 2009, it was ALL about the economy. This year it’s still about 

the economy, but also about health care and creating jobs. 	
	


	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	

	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
	


	
 	
	


Source:  2010 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM	
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What’s your top priority 
for the administration?	


2010	
 2009	
 Change	


“Stabilize the U. S. economy – 	

make all this craziness stop!”	


35%	
 66%	
 -31 pts	


“High quality, affordable 	

health care”	


21%	
 8%	
 +13 pts	


“More jobs”	
 15%	
 4%	
 +11 pts	




Alpha women’s own priorities show that fundamental 
shifts seen in 2009 have staying power in 2010 

Source:  2010 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM	
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Survey methodology 

•  Ginger’s Alpha Panel Survey is an annual online survey conducted with 
the 400 alpha females in Ginger’s Alpha Panel	


•  Survey was conducted within the 10 alpha panel markets in the U.S. 
among alpha respondents 21 to 65 years old  	

  Alpha women are professionally hand recruited and must fit alpha criteria to join	

  This study was fielded from Jan 4 to Jan 11, 2010	


•  Survey topics focus on work, family life, self improvement, shopping 
habits and the state of the nation	


•  The January 2010 Ginger's Alpha Panel Survey reflects the thoughts 
and opinions of more than 150 alpha women in 10 U.S. metros 
yielding a 38% response rate	


Source:  2010 Ginger’s Alpha PanelTM	
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